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“ALL THE NEWS THAT’S FIT FOR CAMP”

YOU GOT A (SUAVE) FRIEND IN ME
By Lily Barlow, age 9 and Anne Pospisil, age 9

S

uave Day was a huge success with Nick acting
as emcee. The CIT’s and interns dressed their
best with a fashion show to start it all off.
Sofia and Lucia led “Dancing Queen” with
everyone on stage dancing along. Most of them rocked
the dance floor with their moves. The CIT and interns
then invited the whole camp to sing and clap along to
“You´ve Got a Friend in Me” from Toy Story. We asked
Heartbeat members who dressed the best and you can
see from the chart on
the right ... that majority
of the Heartbeat staff
thinks Nina was the best
dressed, with 5 votes,
followed by Henry,
with 4. Well done
CITS/Interns.

Director Dan the Man Talks
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Directors, Cassidy and Brett, lead today’s musical rehearsal

By Preston Farnkel, age 14

As we all know, this year is Dan’s first year as camp director, so I interviewed him to see
what it’s like to step in Suzanne’s shoes.
PRESTON: How has your first Summer as
camp director been going so far?
DAN: Fantastic. It’s been exciting to
see everybody return and to work with
new people.

PRESTON: Has there been a lot of pressure

put on you running the camp? Is it stressful?
DAN: Yes. Suzanne’s shoes are impossible

to fill.
PRESTON: What’s your favorite part of

PRESTON: What has been easy?

the job?

DAN: Not a lot has been easy, hahaha, but

DAN: Watching the kids have fun.

we’ve managed to keep the program running
as it was intended to run.

PRESTON: Least favorite?
DAN: No nuts, no gum, and no flip-flops.

PRESTON: What do you look forward to

PRESTON: What was the best moment you’ve

DAN: Seeing everybody again. Campers, staff,

had at this camp, as director or not?
DAN: Watching the kids experience The Play
That Goes Wrong, and watching them laugh
for two hours straight.

and families.

in CAA?

PRESTON: What differences have you noticed

between the camp under Suzanne and the
camp under you?
DAN: There haven’t been many. I like that the
energy of both the kids and staff is
very positive.

PRESTON: Thank you for your time.
DAN: Thank you.
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Best Summer Movies to Watch
MICHAEL GONZALEZ, AGE 11

Help Eson find
his way to the
singing elevator
before Kelly
leaves him!

The Ups and
Downs of the
Singing Elevator

By Anjali Marwell, age 13, Kate Wepsic, age 13

Five Feet Apart
Stella spends most of her time in the hospital as a cystic fibrosis
patient. Her life is very organized and routine until she meets
Will, a teen who has the same illness. This illness prevents the
two from being in close proximity to each other or they could
die. Soon after they meet, they fall for each other. However, they
cannot be together, but they go to great lengths to try.
Rating: PG 13
Age we recommend: 12+
Genre: Romance/Drama
Side note: If you like T
 he Fault in Our Stars, you will most likely
enjoy this movie.

StarStruck
By Ava Van Dusen, age 11
Most of you know Eson as a counselor here at CAA. last week
though, He believes something unimaginably evil happened
to him. (Kelly rode in the “singing elevator” without him) but
my question is “Did it really happen?” So let’s see...

AN INTERVIEW WITH KELLY:
Heartbeat: What is the singing elevator?
Kelly: The singing elevator is the cage elevator and Eson made it
the “singing” elevator last summer by asking everyone who’s in
the elevator to sing on their ride up to their first period.
Heartbeat: Why didn’t you wait for Eson?
Kelly: I walked out onto the staircase and saw Pete there with
the button pushed, but I didn’t see Eson, so I just left.
Heartbeat: Are you sorry for leaving your friend behind?
Kelly: I mean, I got a lot of laughs out of it, but yes. Even
though I will probably do it again.
Heartbeat: Did Eson do anything to deserve this?
Kelly: Sometimes, he just asks me to edit everything. You
know, just sometimes I need a break. Don’t listen to Eson.
He exaggerates.

AN INTERVIEW WITH ESON:

A Midwestern girl goes to Los Angeles with nothing more in
mind that visiting her grandparents while her sister tries to find
and meet a famous singer. One night after driving her sister to his
concert, he bumps into her and they become friends.
Rating: PG
Age we recommend: 9+
Genre: Comedy/Drama
Side note: Best soundtrack we’ve ever heard. This is also only
available to rent on Youtube (as far as we know)

X-Men Apocalypse
Worshiped since the dawn of time, the immortal Apocalypse is
the first and most powerful mutant. Awakening from a long sleep
after thousands of years, he recruits Magneto and other powerful
mutants to create a new world. As the fate of the world hangs in
the balance, Professor X and Raven lead a team of new X-Men to
stop their seemingly undefeatable enemy from destroying everything they know.
Rating: PG 13
Age we recommend: 10+
Genre: Action/Adventure
Side note: You might want to look up the characters if this is the
first X-Men movie you’ve watched.

Heartbeat: How does this tragic event make you feel?
Eson: I cried for 20 minutes and the only person who could
console me was Wyatt. We went to Eli’s after camp.
Heartbeat: Do you think Kelly would do it again?
Eson: Kelly has shown no remorse and I think it’s ironic
because we are in Sacred Heart’s building, and yet she has no
heart, and so, YES, I think she indeed will do it again.
Heartbeat: Did you do anything to deserve this?
Eson: Nope. I usually WAIT for Kelly before leaving ...

WHOSE SIDE ARE YOU ON? TEAM KELLY OR TEAM ESON?

DAN DECLARES
Check out our Facebook page,
@ Creative Arts Summer Camp
for our Hat Day runway show!

